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OUTLOOK

A Progressive Era"

Eastern Debaters
See More Action
Tomorrow In Berea
Eastern debaters participate in
their first tournament this semester when they travel to Berea College for a full day of debate tomorrow. Another first for the
Eastern squad will be the crossexamination style of debate which
will feature the varsity debaters.
Three rounds of debate will fill
the agenda as the Eastern varsity
team meets teams from the University of Cincinnati, Ohio University, Berea College, Cumberland, and Bellarmine. A drawing
will be held Saturday morning to
determine the pairings of the
teams. Eastern varsity debaters
will be debating cross-examination
style during this tournament, but
through several practice sessions
Uils week the debaters have gotten accustomed to the new form.
Debating affirmatively for Eastern's varsity snuad are John Rogers and Tom Roberts, while Bill
Cain and Jay Roberts will handle
the negative assignment.
In addition to the cmss examination style of debate, there will be

three rounds of traditional debau)
participated in by the Eastern,
novice team. The novice teanV
composed of Ed Abell and Jim]
Stivers debating affirmatively will;
meet teams from the same schools;
as the varsity squad. Other schools
entering the novice comjjetltion
are Centre College, Ursuline- of,
Louisville, Morehead, and Asbury
Present class work has included,
discussions and practice debates
The novice team participated In an
lntcr-squad debate Monday afternoon and were scheduled to repeat
again In class today. In preparation for the coming debates, the
varsity squad engaged In a cross-;
examination debate Tuesday.
Future plans In elude a cross examination debate at Miami University at Oxford, Ohio, March 9
and 10. The same team members)
will participate In this debate as
in the Berea debate.
On March SO, the Eastern squad1
will journey to Morehead eollegaj
in a seiies of speech and debate
activities.

Three Editors Of 1963
Milestone Are Selected
Calico. Wallace
Byrne Receive
Top Positions

Jesse Stuart To Visit
Eastern In Two Weeks
They've Itosn acting . . . Russell T. Miller of Western review* his judging
sheets with Gerald Honaker, a member of Eastern's English faculty.
Mr. Miller served as Judge for the Veslonal high school drama festival
which was held In Brock Auditorium last Thursday and Friday.
(See Story on Page 3)

Progress Still Seeks Best
Campus
Dress
The "Best Dressed Girl" Contest, sponsored by the Progress, is
being continued to March 1.
All clubs interested in sponsoring a candidate are urged to contact the Progress as ,soon as possible, because the national deadline set by Glamour magazine, the
national sponsor, is March IB.
■ Prom the list of candidates submitted by the campus clubs, the
editors of the Progress will select
the girl who best represents campus beauty. They will keep in
mind the following points, as listed' by Glamour:
1. Good figure; beautiful posture.
I. Clean, shining, well-kept hair.
S. Good grooming—not Just neat
but impeccable.
4. A deft hand with make-up
(enough to look pretty but not overdone.)
8. A clear understanding of her
fashion type.
5. Imagination In managing a
clothes budget.
T. A workable wardrobe plan.
8. Individuality In her use of colors, accessories.
t. A suitable campus look (she's
In Une with local customs).
10. Appropriate—not rah rah—look
for off campus occasions.
Eastern's candidate will be photographed by the college photographer. Her pictures and the entry fofm will then be sent to Gla-

Alumni Magazine
Now Available
To EKS Students

mour. Editors of the» magazine will
choose 10 girls as,the winners in
their national "Best Dressed Girl"
contest for 1962. These co-eds will
be featured prominently in the?
August issue of Glamour, and will
receive an all-expense paid trip to
New York city in June. One highlight of the New York trip will be
a fashion show in Carnegie Hall in
which the winners will be presented to over 1,000 members of the
fashion Industry.

Jesse Stuart, Kentucky's most the National Education Association,
prolific writer, will speak on Wed- as the best book of 1949. It has renesday. March 7, at 10, in Hir- cently been made into a play.
God's Oddllng, which was publisham Brock »Auditorium.
Mr. Stuart, poet laureate of Ken- ed in 1981, is a salute to his father.
tucky, has published twenty-six Mich smart, who, though he had
books, over three hundred short no formal education, struggled to
stoiies, and his new book, Hold find the way to knowledge for his
April, will be published. This will children.
Mr. Stuart will remain on cam'
be his first book of poems sinco
the favorite, Kentucky Is My Land. pus throughout tho day, March*!,
Other poetic works by Mr. Stuart and, .|)p has oansentedto autograph
ore Album of BenUiM.' untl ■fan "books Tor Eastern students. Tmr
WMi alWi-Tongue Ptow,*ercol- bookstore has made special s-arlection of poems which first gained hwUfeiricnis to have several o£ his
hooks available for those who wish
him fame.
In 1981 Mr. Stuart won the An- tc purchase them. - •
There will be an autographing
nual $5,000 Award of the Academy
of American poets for "distinguish- party in Walnut Hall Wednesday
ed poetic achievement". This afternoon from 2 to 5.
These books of Mr. Stuart are
award Is the largest given for Amnow available In the bookstore:
erican poets.
Other noted works of Jesse The Rightful Owner, Plowshare in
Stuart Include Beyond Dark Hills, Heaven, The Year of My Rebirth,
an autobiography; The Good Spirit A Penny's Worth of Character,
of Laurel Ridge, a novel in folk- Andy Finds a Way, The Beatlnest
tale style; The Thread That Runs Boy, Man With a Bull Tongue
So True, which portrays his ex- Plow, The Thread that Runs So
periences as a mountain school True, God's Oddllng, Hie to the
teacher. This book was selected by Hunters, and Red Mule.

Another Milestone .... the present and future editor] of the Milestone have an Informal question and
answer period after the election of the new editors M mday. They are from left, Linda Gassaway and
Carol Caldwell. present co-editors; Kyle Wallace, new.y elected cn-edltor; Pattl Byrne, new assistant editor;
and Arlene Calico, newly elected co-editor.

Interviews For
Teaching Jobs
Are Scheduled
Monday, February 26
Mr. Jack Hogsten, assistant In
Personnel for the Board of Education of Anne Arundel County,
Annapolis, Maryland, will be on
campus on Monday, February 26,
for the purpose of interviewing
prospective teachers for the school
year 1982-63.
Interviews will be held In Room
202, Student Union Building, beginning at 9 a.m. Persons interested In an appointment should report to Room I, Administration
Building.
Tuesday, February 27
Mr. Thomas Jeffries, of the
Bullitt County Schools, will be on
campus Tuesday, February 27,
for the purpose of Interviewing
(Continued on Page three)

Second Orchestra
Concert Features
President Martin

re^r view .... McGregor Hall, a six-story women's dormitory, Is now being constructed at Eastern.
Named In honorhou8e
of Judge
Thomas B. McGregor, Frankfort, member of the college board of regents, the
M8
dormitory will
students. It will be completely air-conditioned and will contain recreaUon rooms,
lobbies, and other Ideal living facilities. It Is being erected on the southeast end of Hanger Stadium, the
The Eastern Alumnus, Easterns college football field.
Ant
official alumni magazine
that came off the presses tills
week, i'.-i being made available to
the students. Sale of a limited
number of the magazines to be
sold will begin tomorrow morning
in the college book store. They
the Housing and Home Finance lobby, and the modern furniture.
will be priced at 20 cents each.
By Mary Jane MulUns
The remaining debt will
RecreaUon Room
Circulation of the bi-annual
The ground has been broken for Agency.
The room of leisure of McGregor
magazine this year will be 12,000 the future McGregor Hall. It was be paid by the money received
as copies are being mailed to all posed as merely a hope in the from room rental. At the present Hall will be a large, modern reEastern graduates and are being minds of Eastern officials for a date, the rent prices have not been creation room with many facilities
given to members of the spring long time; now McGregor Wo- determined by the Board of Re- wanted by the students.
graduating class
at no charge. men's Dormitory is a reality, and gents.
The interior partitions of the
McGregor Hall will have six tuildlng will be constructed of conThiH is an attempt to acquaint will soon rise as a modern bricknon-members of the association faced building of beauty, -located stories with two automatic ele- crete masonry. All the ceiling
with some of the benefits of the Just off the southeast corner of vators to accommodate the stu- space will be covered with acoustidents. The dormitory, which is to cal tile which will Insure quiet suralamni association. In future years Hanger Stadium.
only members of the alumni asThis dorm is named In honor of be built into the hill extending into roundings. The floor coverings are
sociation will be given copies at no Judge Thomas B- McGregor of the present football field, will be to be asphalt tiles which will comLexington, who has been an active a modified "U" shape. It will have plement the color of the walls.
cost.
It Is expected that approxim- member of the Board of Regents four levels on one side, and six
The bedrooms are to. feature
on the other. Protruding from the many
ately 500 copies of the magazine for a number of years.
needed facilities including
The building is to be construct- Inside of the wing, back of the built-in cabinets and counutern of
will be available to sell at the
book store on a first come-first ed by the Hargett Construction Co. 8tudent, Union Building will be a fine quality .veneered .plywood,
of Lexington whose bid of $1,732,- stone patio surrounded by shrub- and oae lavatory P" rosso.
served basis.
Among the features in the 899 was the lowest of seven others bery.
For the lucky classification of
The entrance feature of McGregmagazine are highlights of 'he ranging up to $1,889,372.00 The
not yet chosen, this new dorvisits by Vice President Lyndon architects and engineers respon- or Hall will be limestone or gran- girls
mitory will be completely air-conB. Johnson and General Romulo, sible for the plans are Watkins, ite. Metal windows which open in ditioned,
and will be equipped with
the 1961 homecoming, alumni Bun ows, and Mills. The structural the middle and extend outward will a complete
system. In the
day of 1961, and others. Alumni engineer in charge of the con- be placed in the individual rooms. lobby will paging
be four hundred-fifty
The double-bed rooms will be 17
notes are a regular feature, along struction is Porter J. White.
combination
mall
boxes.
This dormitory, which will house feet, 4 inches wide with varying
with the campus new* report,
For the women of Eastern who
sports report, and letters to the 423-450 women students. Is to be lengths. Much of the front of the are not seniors this year, McGregcompleted
four hundred calendar building near the entrance will be
editor.
Hall will soon be among the
The book store is the onry loca- days from February 12, 1983. It Is contracted of plate glass, which or
by a Federal loan from will reveal the spaciousness of the items on the list of their desires.
tion the books may be purchased.
A.

McGregor Hall Details Complete
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President Martin will appear with
the Eastern Symphony Orchestra
next Wednesday moming in assembly and Wednesday evening at
8 o'clock in Hiram Brock Auditorium, when it presents the second concert of the season.
The president will appear as
speaker for Aaron Copland's "A
Lincoln Portrait." a work In which
the composer has set to music
some of Lincoln's most moving
words, taken from speeches in
Congress and-at Gettysburg.
"A Lincoln Portrait" has received
frequent performances since Its
premier performance by the Cincinnati Symphony In 1942, and In
1962 the work has been seen several times on nationwide television in connection with the Civil
War Centennial.
Selections to be presented by the
orchestra will be Mozart's oveilure to "The Impressarto," Mendelssohn's Fifth Symphony, "The
Reformation," and Corelli's
"Christmas Concerto for Strings."
The concert is open to the public. No admission will be charged.

New Court Laws
Are Approved By
Student Co\
By Jim Silvers

Two new laws dealing with destruction of property and theft of
public and private property were
passed at a previous
meeting of the Student Council. Approved by a majority vote, these
laWB will help form a basis for
the operation of the Student Court.
The committee on rules, under
the direction of George Wllcox,
presented these two bills to the
council at an earlier meeting for
the members' consideration. At
the new meeting time on Thursday night the council discussed
the bills before voting their approval. To insure satisfactory
wording of the bills the aid of a
lawyer was enlisted by the committee.
In addition to these two laws
covering theft and destruction of
property, the council has passed
two other bills. One bill deals with
perjury In trials of the Student
Court while the other bill gives
the court authority to try cases of
disorderly conduct. All four of
these bills allow the court to make
recommendations for punishment
THIS WEEK'S PROGRESS—
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In the event students are found
In violation of these laws.
Bryan Resigns
Phil Bryan, Student Council
vice-president, resigned because
of his recent marriage and the fact
that he is commuting now. Council president, Jim Showalter, recommended the appointment of Bill
Allison, treasurer, as acting vicepresident for the remainder of the
term, and the council voted approval.
Other business at the meeting
consisted of a report from the
committee on campus elections.
Evelyn Craft, head of this committee, presented each council
member with a copy of the proposed changes In present election
rules. After discussing the material, it - was decided that certain
revisions should be made. Each
Council member was encouraged
to show his copy to all students In
order to get their reaction on the
matter. As the rules are revised,
they will be presented to the students in complete form.
Further business included setting up a meeting of the Student
Court, Council members and two
lawyers to get the court into immediate operation. The committee
on court procedure, headed by
Jim Stivers , presented proposals
for operating the court. These suggested proposals will be presented
to the court judges for consideration in setting up a working procedure.
Student Council meetings are
now being held at a new time, 6
p.m. on Thursday, at the Little
Theatre.

By BEN CARTINHOUR
Progress Staff Writer
Three Juniors with an average
academic point standing of 2.8
have been chosen by the Student
Board of Publications for the editorship of the 1983 Milestone.
Miss Arlene Calico, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Calico, Sr. «f
Dayton, Ohio, a chemistry and biology major, and Mr. Kyle Wallace, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jtuon
Wallace of Somerset, a math raaI tor, were named as co-editors.
I Miss Pattl Byrne, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Byrne of Ft.
Thomas, a commerce and history
major, was appointed editor of
the honors section and is to be the
assistant editor to the co-editors.
The duties of the new editors
started direcUy after their appointment Monday afternoo i with a
meeting of the Milestone staff
where they will assut tie present
editors in finishing up the work of
UIIB year's annual.
The editors of the 1983 MUestoa*
were chosen by the method prescribed by the Student Board of
Publication.
1. The person applying had made
a formal application to the Office
of Publicity and Publications. He
had an academic potat- standing
of 2.0 and was a member U the
junior class.
2. The names were then turned
over to the Junior class for nomination.
3. The nominees were interviewed by Mr. Don Feltner, Director
of Publicity and Publications, and
were recommended to the Student
Board of Publications by him.
4. The nominees then appeared
before the Student Board of Publications for consideration and recommended to the president for his
approval.
The Student Board of Publications consists of: the two editors
of the Eastern "Progress," the
co-editors of the "Milestone," President of the Student Council, Dr.
Henry Martin, J. C. Powell, Mr.
G. M. Brock, Mr. Feltner, and
President Martin.
Arlene is the secretary of the
biology club, devotional chairman
of the B.S.U., on the Student Council Radio Committee, and has a
academic point standing of 2.79.
Kyle was a member of Kappa
Ioto Eaeilon, sophomore honorary
fraternity, and is now a member
of the OAKS. Kyle has a point
standing of 2.7.
Pattle is the assistant editor of
the honor section of this year's
"Milestone," secretary of KYMA,
and has a point standing of 2.2.
Sullivan Hall is asking all
campus clubs to participate In
their spring carnival to be held
In March. The booth fee*
for each club will be $10.00;
this money will be used by Sullivan Hall to sponsor the White
Rose Formal dance. The remaining profit will go to the
individual clubs. The dormitory
will receive first choice of the
booths. Each club will be responsible for the construction
their booth.
Each club president Interested In the carnival should :ontact the Sullivan House Council.

Junior Class
Dance
The Junior Class will sponsor
a dance on March 3 following
the Eastern - East Tennessee
basketball game. The affair Is
scheduled to last from 9 to 12
p.m. in the cafeteria.
Gary Edwards and "The
Shades" a popular local dance
group, will play. The dance is
Informal and the admission is
50 cents.

i ARCHITECT'S DRAWING OF NEW EASTERN DORMITORY: The Hargett Construction <>£•« LexkBgI ton was the low bidder on the new $992,335 dormitory shown above to be built on me ■*»"*■
The new building will be located on the site of Memorial Hall, oldest residence toll on tt» '■"»•■'"
be razed. It will be called Earle Combs Hall, In honor of Earle B. Combs, v*»^halrmnBof llw es«si
board of psgento and former Now York Yankee baseball star. Dr. Robert Martin said the contract
be signed today.

—
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Chilean Journeys To Eastern
To See His Fiancee Here

It seems th*t in Eastern's long and colorful history,
there has been one word which has served to confuse
many people throughout the state and nation. That one
word is "teachers" whicti was officially incorporated
into Eastern's official title h 1922 when the name Eastern Kentucky State Normal Schol and Teachers College
was adopted. The word "teachers" was officially removed in 1948 when the Kentucky General Assembly
gave the College the right to grant non-professional degrees.
There is, of course, nothing wrona with thinking that
Eastern is a Teachers College. On the contrary, good
teachers' colleges are hard to find. The unfortunate result comes when the Public gets the idea that Easter7
is a college exclusively for teachers. Many people are
not fully aware that Eastern has had the ability to grant
non-professional degrees since 1948. Many outstandina
students who find that they are .not especially interested
in teaching mav also study here and obtain a degree
which will qualify them for other professions.
Ever since the College orooer began to function on
January 15. 1907, trin word "teachers" has been associated with Eastern'. Perhaps in many ways, tbis is qood,
but as it stand* now, Eastern has grown to a ooint where
nothing is exclusive and where nearlv nil fields of endeacor ca" be pursned wi*h si"*ce«s. May «■*• fiwe long
to serve the pAon'e of +h» Commonwealth—Eastern
Kenturrv State CoNeqe. that is.
(Ed note—H«low is A list of the nv>st Imonrtant
dates in '£»«t»rh,s nistorv. A monn them is the 1948 le"*««lation which i< mentionprl above I
_JRW
UN On March 21. 1906, the Law establishing the Eastern Kentucky
State Normal School was sinned hv Covrroor J. C W Berkhsm
On May 7, 1901, the Noi mal School Commission, meeting In Louisville, selected Richmond as the site for the Eaatern Kentucky
State Normal School.
On May 9. 1908. Governor J. C. W. Beckhim appointed Regents
tor the Eastern Kentucky Stale Norms] School
On June 2. 1908, Rurlc Nevel Roark was chosen President of the
Eastern State Normal School.
1919 On April 10, 1910. John Grant Crabbe was elected President.
ISM On September 5. 1916. Thomas Jackson Coates was elected President.
lKl.In 1922 Eastern became a four-year Institution known as the Eastem Kentucky State Normal School i>nd Teachers College.
IBSC.The first degrees were awarded in May, IMS.
IBM.On March 26, 1928. Herman Lee Donovan was elected President.
The College was accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools.
18.10 The Eaatern Kentucky State Normal School was renamed the Eastem Kentucky State Teachers College.
19SS The graduate program was started at Eastern leading to the Master of Arts in Education.
1941 On April 4, 1941, William Francis O'Donneil was elected President.
194» The Kentucky General Assembly remove* the wind "Teachers"
from the name of the Institution and gave the College the right to
grant non-professional degrees.
i960 On April 13, 1960, Robert R. Martin was elected President of Eastam Kentucky State College.

"HE'S NOT HEAVY- JUST BULKy"

[~ 'Dear BuUwinkle' 3
shall take my own life! I love him!
1 love him. I love htm!' Please!
Use your column Is advise Rodney
for me You are r.iy last hope!
Hif h -Sti -jng-Nc. vous-type -Girt
Dear High-St rung-Nervous-type
Oil I:

You have nothing to fear, my
dear I snail advise Rodney this
very day! Best of luck to you and
all faUre happiness.
Bullwinkle
Dear Rodney:
I advise you to join the service
or get out of the country or something. This girl Is some kind of

Ml

I think you're gonna like this picture .... Alda Caneaaa. an exchange
student from Chile, poses for her fiance Sllvo Schlpparasse, who traveled over 4,000 miles from Chile to \ i-.it her. Alda Is a graduate student
(Dry those tears and write a sog- at Eastern. She and Sllvo officially announced their engagement this
gy note to: Bullwinkle J. Moose, week.
Jay Waid Productions, MIS Sun
set Boulevard, Hollywood, California.)
Bullwinkle

A Salute!

Tour Entices
■••*>:■■■■:■:■:•:■

"<•'■-.-.■

■-•-.

■■:■

Dear Hull winkle:
I want fast fame! What do you
think would result from swimming
the Bering Straits, the Catallnn
Channel, and the entire Panama
Canal?
Llndberg-Type
Dear Liadberg-Ty pe:
t
;
Drowning.
Bullwinkle

Thank You

of various reasons, however, those who did are to be Dear Family Member:
commended for their unselfish acts.
—Trie 'Staff No, but Uncle Elroy and Aunt
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Progress Staff Writer
Sllvo Schippacasee. who speaks only Spanish, has traveled over 4.000
miles to see his fiancee, Alda Canassa, a Chilean graduate student at
Eastern.
Silvio, whs werhs as a snail itssi a* an iapart avea as <**>, traveled
by phute from Vntanmsla, Chile, to Miami, Ftortda. Prom Miami he
progressed by aw* to Lexington where Alda was watting to meet him.
Bllvhra misunderstanding of English has caused him some very trying, yet amusing incidents. When he arrived hi Miami It was ■—iminfl
that there would be a IS minute layover before the bos left for Lexing- »
ton. Silvio, thinking the man had said a SO minute lay-over, want Into
the cafeteria. (Silvio had never seen a cafeteria be dssnflsd M as
pot kick i. and uidored a full course meal. He said he heat noticing that
everyone was rushing around the station as h* they ware In a harry and
he wondered where everyone was going. Finally, when someone explained that the bus was leaving for Lexington. Silvio left hat food on the
table and took his hunger pain with him to the bus.
On January 22 . Silvio, feeling very confused, yet vary happy to see
Alda, whom he had not seen in 5 months, arrived in Lexington. Since ntl
then Silvio has had a constant whirl of now and exciting travels.
Alda, a very sparkling and i iingiiaaal yeaag woman, has
bus) life slnor she has been In the Untied State*. She ha* |
lnu» towns, efuhs, and srhooh throughout Kialmal gtvkkg
hi-r country and of her Impressions of the t'ne"
been here, he has accampanied Alda, wtnih gives
see more of Kentucky and the living modes of
Silvio has furthered Us visit to the United States by going to New
York to visit his sister, who like Alda, la an exchange student (The
exchange Is set up to ouch a way so that American students are sent
to Chile during the summer, and during Chile's summer, Chilean students come to the United States )
In speaking of Kentucky and Its people. Silvio said, with Alda translating. "1 have been.to Washington. DC. and New York, yet I find that
the people within the state of Kentucky are much friendlier, warmer.
and more hospitable than any of the other places." He said that he had
particularly noticed the kindness and sincerity of the salespeople in the
shops, "hi my country, the salespeople never say 'thank you' or •you're
welcome'. I like this American policy."
When Alda and Silvio go out to eat here at the United States, Alda
usi-ullv orders for both of them. "At first I tried to translate the menu
and explain each food to Silvia, but by the time I had finished, I had to
go hack and reread It all, then the poor waitress was as ionfoaud that
she didn't know what to do."
When Sllivo asked Alda to be his bride, he followed the Chilean custom of placing the engagement ring on her right hand, along with a
gold band. Silvio also wears a gold band on his right hand to signify
their engagement. When the marriage vows are spoken, Alda and Silvio
will then change the rings to their left hands.
Silvio says that the thing he likes best about the United States is,
first of all, the people and their way of living. "I like the way people of
the United States accept life for what it is, their responsibility and incentive to work, and most of all, their clean mode of living. The other
thing 1 like best about the United States is Kentucky fried chicken."

I

Dear Bullwinkle:
I am one of 16 children in a
poor neighborhood. Dad hasn't
worked since 1939 and Mother says
she can't take any more. Uncle
Elroy drinks and Aunt Thelma Is
The Progress wishes to express its appreciation to a tapioca addict. Do we have any
all those who gave blood last Wednesday. We realize chance for happiness?
Family Member
that some were not able to visit the blodmobile because

Eastern Progress

Thelma might be on the
track.
Bullwinkle

right

Dear Bullwinkle:
I haven't bathed or shaved for
four years; ever since that beat
movement came m. But I have
written some great poetry!
Listen! The Earth? I walk. I
Sing!
I lie quietly on the bosom of
time!
I am an antelope! I know the
green goodness of trial!
Well, do you think I should be
encouraged?
,
Walter Z. Zooker Dear Walter Z. Zooker:
By all means! Preferably to destroy yourself.
Bullwinkle
Dear Bullwinkle:
If I don't see Rodney again, I

Collegiates
A tour to Europe, of particular
Interest to students and teachers
of the classic arts and history is
being offered by Wakefleld, Fortune, Inc., World Travel of > New
York and London.
Entitled the "Golden Age" tour,
it offers participants an on-thespot opportunity of studying the
origins of Western Civilization, following an itinerary which includes
most of the Important cornerstones
of the classical world in Britain,
France, Germany, Italy, Greece,
Turkey, Austria, Switzerland, Belglum and Luxembourg. The tour,
which leaves New York by air on
June 22nd, will be personally escorted throughout by Dr. Talbot
R. Selby, Professor at the College
of Charleston, one of the country's
foremost authorities on the classics.
Travel on the continent will be
mostly by train and motorroaeh
with one or two sectors by boat or
air and return to New York Is by
air on August list, lite tour operators emphasise the fact that,
although much of the tour Is concerned with the etoeslcal world of
Europe, the history and scenery
encountered along the rente and
many other activities of general Interest will combine to make the
"Golden Age" Tour an exciting experience tor anyone—net stay classical scholars.
College credits are, however,
available for students. The all-inclusive tour price from New Tork
is $1975. Literature and further details may be obtained from Wakefield, Fortune. Inc., World Travel,
is East Mth Street, New Tork 22,
New Tork,

— Last But Not Least

To A Long Life
One of our best assurances of good health and long illfe is our
rsrsonallzed medical system, the Chamber of Commerce of the United
totes says.
As compared with governmental medicine provided In other
countries, our system offers:
\i£foser, more special attention to individual patients;
VPersonal doctor-famlly'rehvionships; I
Faster service — little waiting for treatment;
■ High standards of medical care;
Incentives for research into better medicines and bette:teclmlques.
No wonder American doctor are fighting the proposal in Congress
for compulsory hospital care for the aged under Social Security!
The doctors are being criticized in some quarters for pointing
out that the compulsory plan is a first step toward socialized
medicine. One editorial writer recently said: "To us this seems the
rankest sort of nonsense . . . the doctors as a group have in essence
been against almost everything that America is for."
Without directly entering the argument over the question of
socialism, the National Chamber offers a quotation from an official
Socialist publication, "The Case for Socialized Medicine." This quotation referred to the For and bill which was considered by Congress a
few years ago and was similar to the pending legislation. The
Socialist article said:
"Bat h* the Forand bill was not socialized medicine, it was still
an entering wedge, for It proposed to set up, within Social Security,
administrative machinery capable of expansion into a genuine system
of socialized medicine.
"We can do everything possible to encourage federal Intervention
in the financing of medical costs on a bit-by-bit baato. And wo can
work to direst, such intervention so that It hurt socialized
medicine. To this end we must give high priority to all amp to to
amend legislative proposals in ways that'll involve the govsn—ant in
medical standards, and in a way favorable to cooperative and group
motflohSB.'*
The Chamber concludes that American doctors have shown they
are for good health.
"For evidence that people are healthier and live longer lust took
at the rapidly growing number of persons living to age SB," the
Chamber said. "If personalized medicine Is best for persons before go,
Is it net best afterwards?
"Health insurance—now available for all the aged—Is rapidly
solving; the problem of paying for health care," the Chamber said.
"More than half the aged needing and wanting health insurance now
have It. By the end of the decade, 80 to 90 per cent will."
They told him.it couldn't be done,
But with a smile he went right to
«■

He tackled the Job that couldn't be
done . . .
And, by golly, he couldn't do It ! !
—The Akron Buchtottto

Military Editor

NEWS STAFF: Jerry Crawford. Judy Woods, Ben Oartintoour,
Sandy Goodlett, Eddie Fisk. Berry Wlreman. Bruce Oosney, Pat
Grant, Erma Ridge. Ken Phjg, Harry Campbell, Larry Strange,
Linda Cahoon, Jim Stivers.

Social Science Classes
Rate Husbands. Wives
By DR. J. O. VANHOOK
Rating the desirable qualities
of prospective wives and husbsnds
was top priority in Dr. J. O.
VanHooK'e rive secnonstof Social
Science 100 near the end of the
fall semester.
Based on suggestions made by
members of these sections. lists
of
traitw were compiled in
alphabetical order. One list incoulded 23 desirable traits of
wives. Each participant was asked
to indicate the order of his preference of these traits If he wore
choosing a mate.
The results are be** puszling
and revealing. Not all ef the students were freshmen. Although
the rating sheets were not signed.
It is salfe to assume that over 100
freshmen participated; and that
Is a ananas — iimhaa ef the
la the following summaries, the
numbers in parentheses indicate
the range of rating* for each
trait. The Qualities are Mated below in composite order Of preference.
For husbands: considerate and
understanding (1-31); 4 i fi ■<!■■■
Ity (1-14); food morals (1-17);
fidelity (1-201; ambitious (1-10);
goad provider (-It); totaOigoat
<l-l»); good companion (1-17);
good personality (1-21); similar
religion (1-22); college adhratton
(1-22); good
sense of humor
(2-18); good manners (1-lt); want
children (1-28); temperate habits
(5-21); good mixer (-22); dress
WON
(1-21); virginity (1-23);
simitar socio-economic status
(1-22); handsome (1-22); athletic
(8-23); same political party (5-28).
For wsVes: vtrgtotty (1-18); alfsoaaaahi (1-18); goad pers.aol
Ity (1-15); fidelity (1-le); attractive face and figure (1-22);
good personal hygiene (1-22); good
morals (1-20): cultural refinement (1-21); good horaemaker
(1-22); similar interest. (1-20);

aARrrOONISTS: William Chester Buchanan, Tom Blankenshlp.
Basiness Staff
_

George Depp, Jr
Edwin Odor

Views On The News

Business Manager
Aast. Bus. Mgr.
Circulation Manager

Jeff

By MARIAN BAZZY

Photography Staff
Tom Ooffey. Jeff Miller
Staff Photographer
(Under the direction of George Lyon. College Photographer)

An ode-is in order on this day for the successful and historic endeavor of Mr. Olenn, Jr. The world is brimming with the news that
found Mrs. K. in Russia addressing the women of America. 11M answer
to all the world problems Is surely not too far away ff the women of
the world are rallying for som cause outside their domestic realm . . .
particularly In Rusufn.
The Eastern Progress Is now on its way to completing It* eighteenth
week of sweating blood for the news. In last adieu . . . farewell to the
good and kind Casing the Clubs Editor. Melva Groot. She has fallen to
the beckoning call of the other responsibilities. The staff win never be
the same again.
On the other hand, new forces are moving to shape the landscape
of the campus . . . mud not only occupies the grassiest; areas of the camous. but one can find it In abundance on the walkways to a variety of
buildings . . . signs of progreas noticed by alert students who ponah
their own shoes.
With the West still moving out of the mud deposited by the recent
rains. Darts of tMs country are experiencing snow . . . something Uke
SI Inches tn some parts an ft is said. It is amazing what a cold front
and a warm front can do. Europe seems to be experiencing a rather different winter this year also. Someone was heard complaining about the
mild winters the world had been experiencing of hue . . . nature again
has ewwed Its pole* . . . nuthluo. Is consistent these days!
Ttntll Power. ha« b-»»i miwui the victim of some hiohiiiaalilia. .. .
till Glenn proves beyond the shadow of a doubt that ho to in The best of
hearth . . . tfl! «he moon deserts the sky profound. isn't WT) ... the
newaoafoers continue to pott . . . spring Is near . . . the wortna wsil soon
crawl to the muddy sidewalks if they have not yet been killed in the
name of progress . . . there are a million thine* that should be said,
anouM be thought, and should be done. Somebody will do it

College Dry Cleaners
ONE DAY SERVICE

PH. 623-5271

SUNOCO SERVICE STATION
E. MAIN STREET
Complete On* Stop Service!

I

By LINDA CAHOON

— Hold ft!!

A Technicality

r
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EDITORIALLY
SPEAKING

htary Ann Nelson
Merva Lee Oroot
Doag Whitlock

-

^

OPEN 24 HRS. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE!
. Pfione, — 623-9906 or 623-3675

-

dress neatly
and becomingly
(1-22); want children (1-22);
similar religion (2-22); education
above high school (2-21); good
oonverationalist (2-20); similar
edeto-econemlc status (1-21); not
htoltaed In be jealous (3-21);
temperate habits (S-8t); good
physique (S-21); vivacious (5-22);
not inclined to gossip (3-22);
same political party (4-22).
Perhaps the most obvious conclusion that may be drawn from
this survey is that these students
are highly individualistic. Home
environment, religious influence,
and educational "tvesees have
yielded a heterogeneous product.
With approximately sixty "co-eds"
participating, seventeen different
qualities of prospective husbaod*
received top preference. With approximately sixty men participating, thirteen qualities of prospective wives were given top preference.
Quite a few other noteworthy
observations are warranted. Men
stress the desirability of virginity
on the part of a mate far more
than do woman; but among; the
sixty men there are a few who
rate a considerable number of
qualities above virginity. Collectively the men rated good personality and attractive face and
figure above good morals and good
homemaker.
Generally the women seemed to
not particularly be concerned that
prospective
mates shoaM be
vivacious aad have good phjslsai
If they rate high from the leal
point of perseaaato- and attmrMm
face aad figure, they would mhsd
even leas If their wives should he
hirHaed to gossip, aad least of an
If they should affiliate with a different political party.
Generally the women seemed to
be little concerned that prospective
mates should be handsome or
athletic or of the same political
party. It matters almost as little
that they should be of similar
socio-economic status. Virginity,
given first place by the men collectively, was rated ltrth by tht
women. Perhaps it Is pardonable
to wonder whether women actually
attach so little value (relatively)
to virginity on the part of thrumates, or whether they are resigned to not expecting it. Moreover,
compared with similar surveys at
other Institutions, It Is a bit surprising- to see "want children" Ir
15th place.

Readers Write
Dear Editor,
Why must Eastern's campus be
locked up aad the key thrown
away between the hours of 10
•nd 11 am. every Wednesday?
When the tower clock strikes 10,
the library b locked, the grill iq
closed, and the girl's dorms are
(sealed off from all visitors.
I think It a wonderful Idea for
the students to attend assembly,
hut I don't tlunk It is possible far
over 4,000 students to crowd into
Brock Auditorium. AS freshmen
must attend
because of Social
Science 100. which fills over twowilrde of the auditorium sad,
loaves little room for the rest of
the students.
AS I ask to PLEASE don't look
eh our buildings up. Leave the grtn
open for the fjuba—M and the
Horary for the students.
Oh well, so is life.
» Smcefely,
• "The "Old Senior"
8*

Friday. February 2S, 19«S

Interviews—

EA3TWN PKOQMSS—S

(Qmtfaoed from race Oao)
teachers for the coming ye*r.
Interviews will be hpM in Room
I, Administration Building-. Persons Interested,In an appointment
should report to Room I, Administration Buildin*.
Mr. LaR'ie Q. Baxter AsaMtnnt
Superintendent of the Niles Public
Schools JflW Miohtiran. will >>e
on campus Tuesday. February 2T.
for the nuroose of interviewing
teachers (or the school year IMS•3. He especially needs a mathematics teacher for junior high and
an elementary vocal music teacher.
Interviews will be helrt in Room
302, Student Union Building beKinnlne at 8:30 am. Persons interested in an appointment jhould
leonrt to Room I, Administration
Building
W^nesdav. FehruBrv M
Mrs. Sara Belle Wellington, Director of Teacher Recruitment and
Records of the Board of Education,
Jefferson County. Louisville. Kentucky, will be on campus for the
nurpose of interviewing teachers
for 1962 e3
Inti'i views will be held In Room
MI, Student Union Building beginning at 9 a.m. Persons Interested
in an appointment should report
to Room I, Administration Building.
Mr. Sherman Bovken, Supervisor qf the Meade County Schools,
Brandenburg, Kentucky, will be on
campus Wednesday. February 28,
for the purpose of interviewing
prospective teachers for next year.
They anticioate vacancies at all
elementary levels and In a number
of high school subject areas.
Interviews win be held In Room
He's come home to die . ■ . the Madison Central drama group presented
I. Administration Building beginRobert Froit's "Death of the Hirad Man."
ning at 9:00 a.m. Persona Interestad in an appointment should report to Room I, Administration
abiding.

Drumming up business .... the Hoary Clay High School arama group present The l>" la the
Festival whleh mas held here last weak.
T- •
•

Five High Schools
Rated Superior In
Dramatic Meet

^ive central Kentucky high
schools, including three from Lux(tiRlori, received superioi ratings
at the regional high school drama
festival held Thursday and Friday
at Eastern. A sixth school that received an excellent rating joined
the other five in advancing to the.
slate festival, to be held at the
University of Kentucky March 1214.
Fourteen schools were entered
In the two-day meet.
Chuw A superior winners were
Henry Clay. Bryan Station, Lafayette and Franklin Count v.
Scott County Hlgfe was the Class
B winner and Mldway-Pinkertoq
High was recommended to advance
to the state meet to represent the
Class C entrant*, although their
rating was excellent.
Other excellent ratings were
awarded to Madison Central, Class
A; Versailles, Georgetown and
Paris, all Class B; and to MidwayPinkerton, Class C.
Ratings of good were awarded
to Clark County and Danville in
the Class A division, and to Cynthiana and Model High in the
Class C.
A "Cast of Honor" was selectad for the first time by judge
Russell H. Miller, of Western Kentucky State College. It includes:
Bob Fleishman and Sharon Smith,
Henry Clay; Dave Allsen and Dean I
Rice, Bryan Station; Tommy!
Cook, Franklin County; Peggy I
Pergrem, Lafayette;' Jimmy Gai&SC^tWaZnty' a"d RUM*U h*»r. Sally ... . Lafayette High School received one of the superior
Burcn, uyntniana.
ratings for their presentation of "Who Is Sally?"

Cuttiag monkey l nines .... two of the actors (real Bryan Station High
School give their presentation of "The 'Moo."
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DRUG STORE
HO
BIG HILL

AVE.

DIAL
623-1960

RICHMOND.
Kr.

ACROSS FROM COLONEL DRIVE-IN

Richmond's Most Modern Drug Store
designed for comfortable and convenient shopping.
Fro» Parking. Open til 9:00 P. M. Daily.

State Bonk and Trust
Company of Richmond, Ky.
BRANCH AT BIG HILL AVE. AND BOGGS LANE.
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

The
Gene Shop
NOW SHOWING
NEW

Dresses,
Suits,
Coats, and all
Accessories.
Select your Easter Outfit
Early . .. Use our convenient Lay-away Plan.

This Spring, make a great big style splash in
slim-tine Post Grads . . . tfie real, hone«t-togoodness
"natural look" flacks by famous
HeNS! Lithe and tapered to a fare-ttieewell; traditionally styled with baft loops and
cuffs. Yours for the wearing in a flock of
colorful, washable fabrics . . .

let Prise: Weboor Stereophonic Console Phonograph
2nd Prise: Philoo - (FM) Table Radio.
WHO WINS: let Prize will be awarded to any group, dorm, fraternity,
sorority or individual accumulating the highest number of points. 2nd
Priae will be awarded to any group, fraternity, sorority or individual
aocumutating the second highest number of points.
RCLEH: 1. Contest open now to all student*. 2. Bach empty package
submitted on Marfcoro, Parhament or Alpine will have a value of .5
points. Bach empty package submitted' on PhiMp Morris Regular or
commander will have a value of 10 poinfls. 3. Closing date, time and
location where empty packages must be turned in wU be indicated in
your campus newep&per. 4: Entries will not be accepted after closing
time. SJmpty packages must be auhmitted in bundles of 50. Separate
your 5 and 10-point packages. 5. Contest closes March 30, 1962, 12:00
noon.

4.98 & 5.98

0 6etMrbeMAN0WAeON...ifileHtffwl \

POST - GRABS

Satis

E. Main St.

Veterans Cab

Kentucky Cab

24 Hr. Service

Coming Soon!
Do It Yourself

*^OHair Styling
^Hair Cutting
•^Permanent
Waving

Coin Clean
COIN OPERATED
DRY CLEANING

Get a LEFT with

Save 75%

a New Hair-Do

Vo
West Irvine Behind P.O.

alt THE

Call 623-4998

CITY TAXI
623-1400

All Drama Festival photos
wera nuttlx by Ueaegs Lyoa,
College Photographer.

N. 2nd St., Richmond, Ky.
Next Door to Sweet Shop

Double Feature!

—

KELLY'S FLORIST

In a magasins pioture-stoiy of
student life at Rutgers, a casual
shot (if a typical fraternity-house
room brought miexpeotsd and almost taatantaneoua r*e4B>> response :
"■- - ■■
'" 1" " "

Phone 623.5770

— SATURDAY —

MUSSES

Say it with flowers from

Walking across the CAmp'uj of
George Peabody College for Teachers, I came upon this air":
To the Art student: We appeal
to vour sense, of beauty.
To the Math student! The shortest distance between two points is
not a straight line.
To the Science student: Cynodon
dactylon (Bermuda grass) is not
Indestructible.
To the Psychology student: We
appeal to your inner •motion.*.
To the Music »ntdent: Like man yeah! The walks are to walk on.
Ptoeae Use Tib* Walks

"COME IN AND
BROWSE AROUND"

RICHMOND

BRAND ROUND-UP

SIMMY, FEBRUARY V—
6:00 p.m. Episcopal Canterbury Club
Room 202, S.U.B.
MOMIAV. FEBRUARY 26
5:00 p.m. Wesley Foundation
Cafeteria
T:Mp,m. Caduceue Clu*
Room 111. faience Hall
Tl R8DAY, FEBRUARY 27—
12:40 p.m. D.S.F. and Westminster Fellowship
Little Theater
6:00 p.m. Mathematics Club
Cafeteria and Ko.uk IS
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY »8—
10:10 a.m. A.ssemblv
College Orchestra
Brock Auditorium
Mr. Robert U Oppelt. Conductor
\
Reading by president Robert R. Martin
6:00 p.m. Kvma Club
•
Room 202. S.U.8,
6:|10 p.m. Biology Club
Room 111, Science HaH
6:30 p.m. Pershing Rifles
Cafeteria
7:00 p HI Kappa Delta Pi
Room 902. O.U.O.
8:00 p.m. Concert
College Orchestra
Brock Auditorium
Mr. Robert L. Oppelt, Conductor
Reading by President Robe it R Martin
9:00 p.m. OAK8
Room 111, Science Hall
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY •:H—
12:40 p.m. D.S.F. and Westminster Fellowship
Little Theater
6:00 p.m. D.S.F.
Cafeteria and Univ. 106
6:00 p.m. Clay County Club
Room A, Coates Bldg.
6:00 p.m. Student Council
Little Theater
6:00 p.m. Kappa Kappa Sigma
!•■■■■! Weaver Health Bldg.
6:00 p.m. Newman Club
Room 101. Univ. BMg
8:00 p.m. YWCA
Room 120, Case Hal)
6:30 p.m. Photo Club
Room 120. Scienoe Hill
I'44 p.m. Church of Christ Club
Room A, Coates Bldg.
7:00 p.m. Young Republicans Club
Room 202, S.U.B.
7:00 p.m. Alpha Alpha Psl of Kappa Pi
Roorn 11J, Cammack Bldg.
18 :OQ p.m. Voice of Eastern—Student Council
WKKY Radio Station
SATURDAY. MARCH *—
8:00 p.m. Basketball—Eastern and E. Tennessee Weaver Health Bldg.
Junior Class Dance following game
Cafeteria

SPRING CLOTHING:

4 Ml. South on U.S. 25
DRIVE IN THEATRE
OPEN SAT. AND SUN.
IN-CAR HEATERS

IN THE COLLEGE

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Modern Dry Cleaners
& Laundry
130 BIG HfL'L AVE.

Connie Says It's
Flats for
Fun!

YOUNG

MSN

PHIS .
•■deed

©ottt,

Men
don't
Mftl

Stepping from the pages of Seventeen.
— SUNDAY ONLY —
HUT TO. MOW wiscrs

Connies, wlffc hffh oovor-mp vemps, low ground Heel.
In the softest of reoffcer.

.OMMWM...

Spring's new saddle ton ....,,,»,,,

7,t*
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Eastern Hits 59 Per Cent;
Blast Blue Raiders 113-69

SPORTS

The Eastern Maroons fired a showing and Eastern quickly built
blistering 59.7 per cent of their up a sizable lead over the flounderfield goal attempts through the ing visitors. Parks, Pickett and
hoop Wednesday night to blast an Werk led in the drive that saw
outclassed Middle Tennessee quin- the Maroons tally 47 points to
tet out of the Weaver Health Middle Tennessee's 22. The Maroons held a 53-28 advantage at
Building 113-69.
This percentage could very well the half.
First half statistics showed
be an Eastern record, but the 113
points fell nine short of breaking Eastern hitting a phenomenal 62.2
with DOUG WHITLOCK
the 121 record set against the per cent of their field goals. They
University of Tampa during the were doing equally as well from
Progress Sports Editor
the gratis stripe, hitting on seven
1951-52 campaign.
The Maroons shooting was as of eight for 87.5 per cent.
Middle Tennessee, on the other
different as night is to day, when
WESTRRN WINS OVC, EARNS NCAA BERTH, MAY PLAY
compared to the meager 28.8 per hand, hit only seven of 25 fielder*
OHIO STATE
cent they hit in their last game for a percentage of 28.0 and 14 of
Our Bister school in Bowling Green iced the Ohio Valley Conference with Tennessee Tech. It also aided 22 foul shots for 63.6 per cent.
In the second half Eastern contitle Monday night with a 77-51 win over Morehead on the Hilltoppers to put the awesome offense that
' court to completely cinch the crown.
led the nation early in the season tinued to destroy the Raiders.
They doubled the score at 56-28
' With only two more loop games remaining with back on its feet.
and 90-45, and took a 50 point
Eastern and East Tennessee, Western could afford
Seven
Maroons
in
double
figlead on four occasions.
J'.'.to drop both games and still come out on top.
ures,
ranging
from
23
to
10,
reThe Maroons couldn't ask for a
I Their conference record stands at 9-1 and two
losses would not bring them down to four losses nec- flect the scoring balance displayed. better performance In pepping for j
Ron
Pickett
led
all
scorers
with
their big game with arch-rival.
essary to create a tie with anyone. Their closest
icompetition, both out of the picture, are our Ma- 23 and was followed by Larry Western, an 88-83 winner ovetl
Parks
with
19,
Herman
Smith,
16,
Xavier last night, in Bowling
Croons and Morehead with four loop defeats.
With the OVC crown goes the added honor of being Jim Werk, 14, Kay Morris, 11. and Green Saturday, in a game that
Gardner and Russell Mueller will go a long way in earning the
Ithe conference representative in the NCAA tourney. Ray
10 each. Only three Maroons runner-up spot in the O. V., C. for
■if the Hilltoppers win their first game over an at with
■large team, possibly Louisville, they will then meet that saw action failed to score the Maroons, providing they can
he Big Ten champion in the semi-finals of the East- over ■ 10 markers, only one didn't win it. They will journey to Bowli
ing Green sometime tomorrow for
i stage of the game there is little doubt that the Big score.
ern
win gave Eastern a 9-5 over- the game.
Ten contingent will be Ohio State and the prospect of a Western-Ohio allThe
record and 5-4 within the conIn a preliminary to the EasternState game is interesting Indeed.
ference. Middle Tennessee stands Middle Tennessee varsity game the
If Western happens to pull an upset of Ohio State the going wouldn t 6-12
on
the
season
and
2-10
in
the
be any easier from there because they would then probably meet the loop. It also ensured a winning Eastern frosh lost to the University of Cincinnati freshmen 74-62.
SEC representative, which will either be Kentucky or Auburn:
for the 17 game card.
Cincinnati led most of the ball
With «uch a rough road ahead of them this corner takes the oppor- season
The
Blue
Raiders
only
placed
game, but the locals made them
tunity to wish the Hilltoppers the best of luck in the "big show".
two men in double figures. Dwain hustle all through the second h9lf,j
Jones contributed 22 points, sec- Good shooting brought the young
MAROONS WILL HAVE TO BATTLE TO TAKE SECOND PLACE
Before the Tennessee Tech game Saturday night our Maroons still ond high in the game, and center Maroons within five points at many
had an outside chance at the conference crown. The loss to Tech and Bennent Jent pumped in seven of points in the canto, but the squad
Western's win over Morehead Monday have completely wiped out our 14 field goals for 14 points.
A game that started out as if with only five dressed members ONE Or-FORTY-SIX—Maroon center, Bon Pickett, is pictured drophopes, but it is now apparent that we will have to battle hard the rest
couldn't ever pull It out.
of the way and possibly win all remaining games to finish second in it was going to be a low-scoring
The Maroons were led by Wayne ptng through one of Eastern's 46 Held goals In the 113-49 rout of Middle
copy
of
the
64-56
win
posted
by
this tough loop.
Morris with 21 points and Dennis Tennessee Wednesday night Raider Ken Peek, hand on cheek, is up
the
Maroons
over
the
Raiders
in
We are tied with Morehead with four defeats and still have to play
Bradley with 18. Glenn Cunning- with Picket, but Is making an apparent attempt to block the shot.
Western and the Eagles on the road and East Tennesse at home. It Murfreesboro, Tennessee, sr.w the ham paced Cincinnati with 28 and
will take wins over Western and East Tennessee to give us a shot at score knotted 6-6 with 14 minutes was followed by Gene Smith with Middle Tennessee forward, Bill Nickell, 15, is also shown in the action.
the runner-up spot unless Morehead drops one of its loop contests. In left in the first half before the 13.
either case the Maroons' final game of the season with Morehead in Maroons blew the lid off.
The Maroons are now 4-10 on
Gardner hit a 10 foot jumper
Morehead would decide which of the two would be the number two
to start the fireworks with 14:28 the season, and the Baby Bearteam in the conference.
cats are 10-4, just the reverse.

Doug's Sports Beat

Summary:
Eastern (113) FG
Morris
5
Gardner
4
Pickett
10
Smith
7
Parks
9
Werk
7
Stephens
1
Brandenburg .... 1
Mueller
2
Fannln
0
Totals
46
M. Tenn. (69) FG
Newton
.»
3
Nickell
1
Jent
7
Holland
0
Jones
6
Peek
1
Dailey
1
Baker
1
Wilmouth
3
Hobson

FT
1-2
2-3
3-4
2-2
1-1
0-0
2-2
4-4
6-6
0-0
21-24
FT
3-3
3-4
0-0
0-0
10-16
0-3
1-1
2-6
2-4

PF TP
4
11
10
5
23
1
16
3
19
4
14
2
4
5
5
1
1
10
0
2
28 113
PF TP
1
9
5
5
4
14
0
0
2
22
0
2
0
3
2
4
2
8
0
2-3
3
2
23 23-38 19
69
Eastern 53, Middle

Totals
Half time:
Tennessee 28.
Attendance: 2,800.

Player Of
The Week
si'()\s<)i(Kl> BY
FACES TO REMEMBER—These face* should be remembered by all Eastern students for they are this
year's freshmen basketball squad that has posted a 4-10 record so far this season, playing some of the best
froMi*squads'in the country.'Seated, left to" right. Ken Roy Manager; Wayne Morris, guard; Robert Vlckers, forward; and Larry Lucas, forward. Back row: Warren Hull, forward; Julius Fey, center; Dennis
Bradley, guard; and Coach Jack Unchurch.

I

Madison Notional Bank
Richmond,

Ky.

Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

1962 Eastern Football Schedule
Univ. of Tampa A
Sept. 21
H
•Murray
29
A
•Middle Tenn.
Oct. 6
•E. Tennessee
H
13
A
AiAitin Peay
20
■•Western
A
27
•Tenn. Tech
H
Nov.
3
H
10
•Morehead
A
East Carolina
(tenative)
•Denotes Conference Game

¥

Oh little worm In my garden,
When I look at you my heart does
harden.
To look, you're so soft and dewey,
But when I pick you up . . .
You're Gooey ! ! !

last opponent as they defeated a
tenacious Xavier 88-83 Wednesday
night.
Western wrapped up the title
Monday night with a win over
Morehead, but being out of the
race will not keep the Maroons
from making the tilt as thrilling as
all Eastern-Western games are.
A surprise lineup that opened
against Middle Tennessee with
good results may be expected to
begin the action at Bowling Green.
The new look featured Ray Gardner and Kay Morris at the forwards, Ron Pickett at the pivot,
and Larry Parks and Herman
Smith at the guards.
Jim Werk, who complained of
chest pains in the tilt with the
Raiders, may not be in top shape,
but the full extent of his condition
was not known at the time of this
writing.
A loss will give the Maroons a
6-5 conference slate and necessitate a win over Morehead in Morehead March 5, coupled with a home
victory over East Tennessee to insure part of the runner-up honors.

Tenn. Tech Takes Win
Over Maroons 67-58
Tennessee Tech, coached by
Johnny Oldham, completely shattered Eastern's chance at the Ohio
Valley Conference championship
when they defeated the weakened
Maroons 67-58 in Oookeville, Tennessee, Saturday night.
The Maroons were in trouble
before the game began since Larry
Parks and Rupert Stephens, starting guards, had been ill with flu
all week. Parks, however, did
start, bat was not at full strength.
Herman Smith, sophomore from
Maysvllle, started in Stephens'
place and did a creditable' job.
Eastern broke away to an early
5-1 lead, but the Tech outfit came
back to tie the score 6-5 and 10-10,
and then go ahead for the remainder of the first half on a layup by Frank Cardwell at 12-10.
The Eagles pulled away to a
22-16 advantage for their longest
lead of the first half, but Parks,
Jim Werk, and Smith brought the
Maroons back within one at 23-22
and managed to stick with the
Eagles until halftlme when Tech
led by two, 85-33.
In the first five minutes of the
second half the Maroons looked
more like themselves, (as Parks
tied it up with a lay up, Was fouled
by Tom McKlnney and converted
for the three point trip to put the
Maroons •head 36-35.
Eastern
then took a three point lead, longest of the ball game, at 38-35,
before Tech could recover and go
back ahead at 41-38.
Tech then caught fire and
soared to a 10 point, 56-46 lead

and then made it 11 with a foul
shot
Ray Gardner and Jim Werk
scored four buckets between them
and brought the locals back within three at 57-54 with 0:27 showing on the clock.
At this point T. P. I. went into
the same .1-3-1 zone defense they
employed against Eastern here,
but the cold Maroons, with a 28.8
per cent from the floor, couldn't
pick it apart and the Eagles went
on the win.
Summary:
Eastern (58)
Gardner
Werk
Pickett
Parks
Smith
Stephens
Brandenburg
Morris
Mueller
Totals
Tech (67)
McKlnney
Rychener
PanesGorin
JtUy
Cardwell
Adams
Young
Sexton
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o
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16 30 08

;

FG FT PF TP
0
I
0
1 „■
3
1- 2
0 I
6
3
4 13
14
0 66
1
2 13
4
8
2 16
1
l
0
:i ,
3
2
18 1
1
0
2
2 ■

Totals
23 21 21 67 ;
Halftinle: 35-33, Tenn. Tech.
Officials: Dusty Rhodes and
Wally Lance.
>

RAY GARDNER
Senior forward Ray Gardner of
Mt. Eden, Kentucky, has been
named Eastern's Player of the
Week including the Maroons' 6758 loss to Tennessee Tech, the loss
that completely put the locals out
of' the Ohio Valley Conference
title race.
Gardner was selected for his outstanding defensive work against
high-scoring Tech forward, Tom
McKlnney. In Tech's last game
before meeting Eastern for the
second time McKinney broke away
for a career high of 36 points
against East Tennessee. In the
game opposing Gardner he man
aged only one point, a foul shot
in the second half.
Gardner has been a great defensive player for the Maroons all
season, but a scoring slump, which
he shows signs of shaking, has
plagued hi spolnt output. Regardless of the slump, he has poured
In 119 points for a 9.9 point per
outing average and leads the
team in foul shot accuracy with
an 86.0 per cent mark.
—Advertisement

"FLAT - TOPS
Our SPECIALTY"
Underneath
GYLNDON HOTEL

>

A

BOB FRANCIS
MEN'S APPAREL

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP

:
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FG FT PF TP
S 0
2 10 "
4 4
4 12 "•
3
0
3 6 i
2
1
4 6 „
4
4
4 12
10
12
0
3
3
3
1
2
4.4
12
0 4 «*

Welcome ESC Students
Fountain - Luncheonette
. Prescriptions
FREE DELIVERY
7 A.M. to 8 P.M.
DIAL 623-4244

6231707
-

The 1962 Eastern Kentucky
football scedule was announced
early this week with an opening
game with the Univei'jity of
Tampa and a tentative game with
Bast Carolina in Greenevllle,
North Carolina. Highlighting the
nine game card.
The Tampa game has been iced
for several weeks and will be
played in Tampa, Florida, on the
21 of September. Official approval
of the East Carolina game i3 expected, but has not yet been received.
The remainder of the schedule
includes the necessary six' Ohio
VaEcy Conference game and one
more non-loop
encounter wilh
Austin Peay in Clarksviile, Tennessee.
This season will mark the first
time the Maroons will not take
part in the Shrine Bowl played
in Ashland, both times Eistern
losing to Marshall University.
O.V.C. title hopes will be helped
this year, providing the home
field advantage holds true. Middle
Tennessee and Western are the
only conference foes we will meet

on the road, while we entertain
Murray, Morehead, Tennessee
here.
November 17 stands as a welcome open date after the Morehead game, which Coach Presncil
feels will be valuable resting-healing period before taking on East
Carolina.

The hot-and-cold Maroons take
on the Western Hilltoppers tomorrow In a revenge-soaked continuation of the rivalry between the two
schools In a game that may keep
Eastern's second place finish aspirations alive.
Western hit 40 of 50 foul shots
here to win a close one over our
Maroons 96-02. Eastern outscored
the Hilltoppers 18 points on field
goals that game, but the margin
from the gratia line couldn't be
overcome.
Western Is paced by Bobby Rascoe, senior guard, who is currently second among Ohio Valley Conference scorers. Their other big
man is center Harry Todd, a leading scorer and one of the top rebounders in the loop.
With a win over a floundering
Middle Tennesse fresh under their
belts the Maroons should be
primed for action. A 59.7 per cent I
effort on field goals, perhaps a'
school record, marks an improve- j
ment over the last few games and
is a good sign.
Western, on the other hand, had
a little rougher time handling ita|

BURD'S
DRUG STORE

Don't be misled by mere... imitation!
There is only one Fat Boy Sandwich
and it's available ONLY at Jerry's.

WEST MAIN AT CITY LIMITS

Football Schedule To
Include Tampa Away

Maroons Meet Western
i
In Road Game Tomorrow

It's what's up front that counts
IFILTER-BLENDI is yours in Winston and only Winston.
Up front you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected
and specially processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston.
R J. «»wM,T*if.«(,n.. Wlnrton-ftelMs. S. C.

WINSTON TASTES GOOD like a cigarette should!
_

Grid Practice Underway;
Morale And Pep Prevail
Eastern began its spring football Chittum, Jimmy. HB
practice sessions Mooday and ac- < 'onard. James. O
cording to Coach Glenn Presnell Conley. Hertole, PB
the boys couldn't have better pep Cotreli, Danny. O
and spirit In this the first week of Covatdt. Tom. G
Davis. WiUard, C
practice.
He was greeted by a turn-out of Kads. Paul. PB
56 prospects, the largest here in Kminons, Ritchie, HB
Fletcher. Bernie. T
recant years.
Morale and good spirits are per- ForgtoM. Jeny. O
haps the two key words beat de- Civiin. Mike. HB
scribing the first week of drills. Goedtfe. William. HB
Competition for positions on the Coodbew. Ken. G
top 11 has been keen and all of the c-uertlB, Prank T
spots are wide-open. This early Gilm. DavM, C
in the game it has been Impossible H.-iinilton. Douglas. T
for the coaching staff to get a total Howard, Carl, HB
picture of each ball player's abil- Kellar, James, T
ity.
Kelly, Richard. PB
Coach Preanell is faced, this Kessler, Larry. PB
year, with the task of replacing Klbler. Steve. G
only three lost lettermen. The Kreseski, Joseph, B
three lettermen lost by graduation, Krumm, Phil, QB
however, were all starters and McCrady, JeiTy. HB
each was a standout performer.
Muddox, I .any. T
Quarterback Tony Lanham Is Marmie, Larrie, QB
gone after breaking nearly every Mendell, Ronnie, HB
modern passing record at Eastern. Mistier, Dan. HB
Gone with lanham are A11-0VC Moore. Ken. T
ilnemen Don MacDonald and Dave N.-ti. David. E
Hatfield. MacDonald was a sur- Nixon. David. HB
prise pick to the first team after I'nioinsky. Tom, G
gaining a starting berth when both Reynolds. Todd. G
starting guards, Ken Goodhew and Riedel. Glenn. G
Tom Sharp became injured. Hat- Schulte. Jack. E
field was the bulwark of the Ma- Sharp. Tom, Q
roon tackles this year and one of Spenik. Ed, E
St. Amant, Ronnie, FB
the three acting co-captalns.
Coach Preanell announced Thurs- Stnuffcr, Frank, T
day, March 29, as the date for the Stapleton, Tom, FB
traditional Maroon and White in- Stewart. John, E
Temple, Card ton, G
tra-squad game to he played.
Football Roster
Trachael, James. HB
Van House, Eugene, QB
Spring 196?
Bartlett, Tom, T
Wallace. Dick. C
Brlnegar, Elvtn. QB
Wheeler. Wendell. K
Bryon, Jim, HB
Whltis. Jimmv. G
Wolfer. Jack. HB
Bradford, Ait. C
Carr, Richard, E
Veaiy. Harvey. E

Daly Pleased With Relays
With a third place finish by
our mile relay team and a fifth
place by Mike Felts in the ml'e.
track coach. Don Daly, exprewad
that he was
pleased with the
showing made by our thirties In
the second annual Mason-D'.xon
Relays ran In Louisville Saturday.
The relay team finished behind
Kentucky State and Murray with
a Hme of 3:2». Due to Felts' having a bad leg Ernie Daiton ran
in his place in the relay and did
a fine job. The relay team in the
words of Coach Daly, "Did fine,
considering they didn't have much
time ;o prepare."
He was also pleased wit* Felts'
mile performance, despite tbe (ant
that the freshman was hamperea
by an Injured le*. Felts finished
fifth with a time of 4:S2. also

good eumasWing the preparation
time.
Larry Gammons didn't place io
the high-jump, but was ooaaptiag
against tbe beat ot jumpers from
every area of the country. Coach
Daly oommssMatl that against tbe
competition be would be
against hare he would do
well.
Brown did hut about what was
expects*) of him in tbe tniie. but
was riainhlf out of his event and
didn't quite have tbe necessary
speed. Brown usually runs Ale
two-mile event.
Daly added that Murray, finishing aeoaui in tbe relay, night
team ever, but couldn't male* a
good aampariaon due to tbe laafc
of time to has bad with our taaaa.
He •said that our roughest competition ui O.V.e track cosapatltlon should oome from tbe Racers.

Sound
Off

Murray Tops
Eastern In
Rifle Match

EASTPtN PROGRESS—5

Cadet Of Week
——,

Marine Selection
Commissions And Obligations
Team To Interview
For Commissions Show Some Differences

mn*—*mr

A Marine Officer Selection Team
will visit Eastern to interview
undergraduates interested in obamRifle Team played boat to the tralaad and lea. he has ao auasrtcr
ing a commission in the U. S.
Racers from Murray and last a aansaar
tbe
armies
af
tbe
Marine Corps upon receipt of
beartbreaker by a -mar* aix Batata. warlC5'
Murray fired a UTS U Casters s
their baccalaureate degree. The
Oaaerat Laciaa K. TraSistt
18T2 out of a | in as* In ISM.
team headed by Major J. F.
Junior BUI Lsvaall paces EastMeyers. Jr.. and Captain Carolyn
Draft
ern with a Vi* out of 900 aad forThe
J. Auldriilge. Will be. located in
omcers both t>
was closely snHowed by Ssphs Ok* osbage-trsined
the Student I'nion Building.
Active Army and tbe Army
more, Bebby Caraatt with a 9U.
U has been tba adbyal
The Marine Corps offers five
Roundmg out Sac top five war*
basic Officer Training Programs;
Wade Evans. 2». James HigWaas,
four for male applicants and one
rrfl, and on Estes, Mf This total student*. It stands to rt
saaa who fails
for women. Outstanding featuies
represents tbe lowest the teasa CNOTC
gaad
ataadMg
in
Ms
of
the male pro^ram.3 are:
baa (trad all year.
courses may lose this i
1. Freshman and sophomores
Tisaiftm she teaaa heaas to
enrolled in tin- Platoon Leaders'
actjhaakaa tbe
iiMsMa way
Class attnnd six weeks of training
Monday night at the weekly
arata as shey aavade Wastera tor
during two summer vacations at
_ /-a
sj-a
sshaaalslssi
H..SV_SV
Brigade Staff Meeting. CommandQuantlro. Virginia.
Eastern defeated Westers er Harvey Turner outlined uaras
tor the remainder af We
2. Juniors attend one continuous
tbe last son they wt by a fairly
Issues af major Imtwelve-week
training course at
absahte margin. Team Oeaeh WWW
Quantieii. Virginia.
Brlckey plaas to take a tea man portance were junior pre-summer
camp
training,
and
the
two
formal
team to Bowling Oraea. The teaaa
3. Seniors, and granduatrs atJOHN F. MORRIS
will leave bare tomorrow meiwhnT reviews which are to be held (Ms
tend a ten week «>ffh-er Candidate
semester.
Junior Cadet John F. Morris, who Course ai.'tcr granduatlon.
and ..return Sunday attteraaaa.
•
* stood
While at Western they will see the
second In his Military Science
4. No drills, meetings, or other
301
Class last semester, is this military activities during Ihe
Ea*tern-Wentern basketball game.
This morning at 0700 hours,
The following is the results of. Brigade Commander Turner t\- week's Cadet of the Week. Last school year.
Eastern's Postal Matches to date. spneta bath (tie Junior and senior semester John was .1 Sergeant
B. Selective Service expemption.
We.
They Cadets. He stated, "I was very Major for the second Battalion and
d. Pay received during training.
this term he is the Platoon Leader
pleased
with
the
appearance
of
Westminster College. Missouri
for krd Plat "A" Company. Since
Additional information can be
1309
1M0 all those impacted."
John has been in ROTC he haa obtained from the Marine team
Alabama Polytech Inst.
The executive committee of the continued to show potential as a during their visit.
- - 1388
ISM A .U.S. A met. yesterday and made future officer In the army. Military
Arkansas State College
.several decisions concerning the Science ia not the only course John
excels in, aa he had a perfect 3.
iwn
istt
tbbme wM be "A Japanese Night.- standing last semester also.
Indiana Unineraity
His extracurricular activities In1174
ISft Dafto the she of aur carps, anly
a bsatted MMWher bf Mrbsti wHJ clude Perahlng Rifles Exhibition
University of Maine
DriU Team of which be has been
IMC
heat
a member for three years. AssociLoulaiaaaa sMate tTafcssratt/
lisaatsd aaay abtena bi- ation of the United Slates Army
ISM
IMS
aad
Industrial Arta Club. John Is
er a tsrbst fram any
Bswdoia Cottage
IMS
IMf
concentrating In an area of Industrial Arts but plans on making the
Paaa State Unlveraitv
Army Ms career upon graduation
1321
1S*2
the next year.
University af Rhode Island
la to My MM a sard
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
MS7
UN
The
Army
has
Morris of Salyeraville, Ky., John
South Carolina Mat* Oattoge
has three married sisters. His hobaw IMS tract tor an '
bles include hunting, fishing and
The Citadel
MM
MM
swimming.
At the present time,
Texas Christian
UN
MM rwagaag as tor as «M feet Ta. John is looking
forward to sumtbe
peasant -Barky fteaara"- tope mer camp and next year's M.S.
sssssJM
belt is bawl atst af a flbamSsa program which he plans on making
fBtod to flyar-s bach aad Mas. hlfi beat year.

The
Last Saturday Eastern s ROTC strata* that,

Beau+y And
to

(laatort^a

SSHTMS.

PR's Capture
Rifle Match

shrasday

toTtoU Mar!

Health Club
STUDENT SPECIAL...

M Mi ftOTC Cadat was
■ mlsdssii a stoatoi Isaataa

6 Treatments 5.00
Guaranteed Loss of
2 to 4 Inches Around
Waist or Hips.

SPECIAL!

IT

IN BOWLING PLEASURE
AND CONVENIENCE
free parking
modern equipment
restaurant
air conditioned
free lessons

Mrs. J.W. Cotton

ROYAL CLEANERS

303 Water Street

Maroon Lanes

Next t6 Bus Station

V. 8. 23 South—Ph. 62S-42M
Near HI $ Warehouse

KEN CAR
Across From Kroger

COMPLETE NEW LINE OF
MEN'S SHOES
5.95 — 6.95
LADIES- FLATS .... 1.99-2.99

Bobby Comett, Jerry WetcalTe,
and Dudley Rodman are the members of this year's rifle team. Tn
a few weeks, they are subedtuas
to fire for the National PR Postal
Match.

ALL SHOES MUST MOVE FOR
SPRING STYLES.

NAME BRAND SHOES
REDUCTION OF 30-60% ON
ALL STYLE SHOES IN STORE!
263 E. Main — Richmond, Ky.

— Saturday
MADISON Friday
2 GR€AT HITS!
"THE 3 STOOGES
MEET HERCULES"

'UNDERWATER

enr*

. i—

•

Starts SUKDAY! •

IBS***

AU OMATIC LANES
JENNIFER JONES — JASON ROBARDS

Peak lumber production in Kentucky waa In 1MT when nearly a
MUtoa hoato tort van* produced
and full-time employment was
provided tor 30 thousand people.

S

LANTER MOTOR CO
21* W. rRVINE STREET
JUST AROUND THE CORNER FBOM TH€
COURTHOUSE.
Experts in Carburetor and Ignition Work.

DIM 623-4434

IT'S HERE!!
3-Hour Shirt Service
At tfie New Location of
• mwomgrxsm
• smmiB mircm srm
♦ MSqf SKAttP

''•"JJBMMSJK SAff HAKKE

Good Mondays & Wednesday

TUESDAY SPECIAL
STILL CONTINUES

COLONEL DRIVE IN

Richmond
ONE-HOUR CLEANERS
(Between Post Office

»MJ

K.U. BuiWin,)

Serving You BETTER With

DRIVE IN SERVICE

"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas paries divisa est!'
rays veteran coach Romulus (Uncle) Remus. "WB have a
saying over at the Coliseum-"Iareyton separates the gladiators from the gladioli'. It's a real magnus smoke. Take it
from me, Iareyton delivers de gustibus-and the Dual FilMr
does it!"

_

J&. — A DlintfOUlSHED ADULT ENT&TAJW»ifei1

E§ \BlUMAWlck

ON ANY $2.00 DRY CLEANING POUCMASC.
ONE HOUR SERVICE
212 W
2nd And Irvine

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE!

WERE TOPS

Phone 623-4758

Discount

TYPF.8 OT COMMISSIONS
1. Reserve Commissions.
The main purpose of the ROTC program is to qualify
fy jyoung mea far
commissions in the US Army Reserve. All qualified P
ROTC aritoatu
are appointed reserve commissioned officers for an> _
indefinite tana.
These students must have completed the ROTC program at a _
division institution or military junior college, be physically. M,
have attended ROTC summer camp, and must have attained a baccalaureate degree.
2. Regular Army Commission
The ROTC. thtrough the Distinguished Military Graduate program, l»
the largest single source of officers for the Regular Army, providing
over llfty percent of the annual input. These distinguished mlMUry
students, designated at the beginning of their senior year of ROTC
IMS IVI, are selected for
I. Outstanding qualities of leadership, high moral character, aad
definite >.|iliiiiilr for military service.
t. .Academic standing (upper half of their class).
S. leadership ability, demonstrated through achievements wMto
IKtrtlripallng In recognized campus activities.
i
t. siiitlili-iii standing In military subjects.
These cadets have the opportunity to apply far a regular Army commission during the year. Upon receipt of their baccalaureate degrees
they are designated Distinguished Military Graduates and are constdered tor a regular commission. Cadets interested in obtaining a Regular Army commission should discuss this DMG program with their
FM3T early in their ROTC careers.
8ERV1CK OBMU.VnONS
ROTC students, like other physically fit American males, have a military service obligation which K established by the Congress. Coniinisviii ind graduates of the KOTC program are "ordered «• active deity
lor two years or for other periods of rime depending upon the requirement*, of the Army. Normally, active duty begins within twelve I
after receipt of an appointment as an officer. The first duty asi
is as a student In the basic course at the school of tbe hnmah ,
the officer Is commissioned.
Then wnen the required period of active duty Is completed, the reserve officer may request to remain with the active Army or revert
to reserve status. Officers who have received Regular Army commission:! usually follow th military profession until retirement. Officers who
revert to reserve status remain active in military matters in reserve
units or schools, thus maintaining their state of readiness in event of
national emergency.

SHOE CENTER

Ifli ffififitv mjsnjBsjr^ssnT
■/ dnssi sis* msBfa-j
kiuri I
•^"f^sssj

THrS COUPON GOOD' FOR

50c

Friday, February 28, 1M2

ACTIVATH> CHARCOAt
INNER HUM

tWf WHITE
kO0TE» F.ITER

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton

Friday, February 23, 196*
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Casing The

Clubs
MELVA GROOT — Clubs Editor
John L. Vickcrs of Eastern's adBSU Holds Vespers, Conference
Dr. Erneit N. Perry, pastor of ministrative staff will speak on
First Baptist Church, Richmond, Tuesday evening and a represenwill bring the program at Vespers atlvc of the Wesley Foundation will
at the Baptist Student Center, Mon- addiess the group Wednesday.
Six member of the BSU will atday at 6:30 p.m.
tend the annual student missions
conference this week-end at the
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville. Those making
the trip Include Judi Leach, Debby
Murrell, Henry White, Danny Hanson, John Mitchen. and Dwight K.
Lyons, BSU Director.
The Young Woman's Auxiliary,
a unit organization of the BSU,
sponsored a "Sweetheart" banquet
at the Center last Wednesday ev;
ening. Participating in the banquet
program were Terri Groves, Linda
Sue Morris, Henry White, Dick
Morris, Larry Pacey, Danny Hanson. Charles Wells, Sharon Vater,
Judi Leach, and Janice Keeton.
About forty-five students attended.
Presbyterians Take Pot Luck
All Presbyterian students are invited to a pot-luck supper at the
First Presbyterian Church, Sunday night at 8 p.m. The students
will be required to bring appetites
only. Several students have volunteered to entertain the younger
children with a movie and fun
songs.
Episcopal Group Sees Slide*
The Episcopal Canterbury Club
will meet in Room 202 of the SUB,
Sunday at 6 p.m. Jerry Wagoner
will present a program of slides
on the Cathedra] Domain. Transat
portation to the Christ Episcopal
Church will be available at 10:10
in front of the SUB Sunday
morning.
All club reporters are urged to
turn In news to Melva Groot, Room
24, Burn&m Hall, or to the Progress
Office on Tuesday of the week the
news Is to be published.

Spring Suits
to suit YOU
Young-in-heart
glamour.

Body-conscious
silhouette.
Impeccably
Sophisticated.

Richmond Office Equipment
SOUTH THIRD STREET

Royal Typewriters
. for Sale-Rent-Repair.
School Supplies
PHONE 623-4365

See Us For Your Automotive Needs!

College Service Station
Across Street from Boys Dorms, on Lancaster Ave.
FOR SERVICE CALLS

Phone 623-4828

WAYMAN'S
DEPARTMENT

STORES

Religion, Education
Topic For Assembly
Religion In education, a subject
currently receiving much attention, was the topic of discussion
during assembly by the the Right
Reverend Monselgneur Felix A.
Pitt, assisted by the Reverend
Father Magee.
The Right Reverend is noted as
an educator In Kentucky. He obtained his Doctor of Philosophy
Degree in Switzerland and has
served several parishes since 1920.
He Is the secretary of the Catholic
School Board of Education in Louisville, and head of the Department
of Philosophy at Ursuline Academy.
BY 0. E. SCHOEFFLER, ESQUIRE'S Fashion Director
He pointed out that America, was
founded by God-fearing people. "In
the struggle for our Constitution
and our freedom," he said, "these
people were tolerant and had faith
Mid-winter around the campus finds the brisk influence of ski-wear
in God that these documents and
Strongly evident in the look of outerwear ... and some great new
freedom would break their ties
Icelandic ideas showing up in bulky, rugged sweaters. Color is
with the mother country."
He asked, "What is religion?
bolder than ever, with flannel shirts the perfect background for
Should religion be an integral part
fancy vests—and plenty of both to choose from. With the season's
of education? What has religion got
to offer to a school's curriculum?
high splash of colorful sportswear, all the more fun is the switch •
Can morals be with no' reference to
to the formal elegance of the black dinner suit—an absolute must
religion?" The Right Reverend
for the well-rounded ego ...
answered these questions in the
THE ROLE OF KKS^fOION IN EDUCATION was the topic of The Right Reverend Felix N. Pltt< executive following manner. "God continues
•sectary of the Louisville Catholic School Board, when he addressed the Eastern students Wednesday In an to hold us in being or we would
cease to exist. Our first duty to
OUTERWEAR SIRED BY SUN VALLEY... assmebfy program. Pictured above, center, with Miss Janet Mackey, Coving-ton, who led the devotional, and God is to show our knowledge of
him. It Is the duty and responsior Stowe or St. Moritz—so patent is the ski- Eastern President Robert R. Martin.
bility of education to see that each
look in the sporty new jackets: like squareindividual is able to meet up to
quilted, lustrous Nylon with attached hood
his assumed duties to religion. The
school should help the person to
.
and zip front... Nylon fleece lining makes
understand God."
the whole job soft, warm and weightless. The
"Religion," he went on, "tends
to up the level of education. Recolor might be bright blue or more avantligion is such a main part of man's
garde: blackish or grayish brown, pointing
life that It should not be cut off
towards olive shades, natural tan and strong
from his dally living."
His third question dealt with
tones. Other good-looking ski-wear effects
morals and religion. "Religion is
you'll like: the variety of zipper jackets with
a sound foundation of morality,"
quilt lining, smooth outside.
he commented, "closed systems of
such are not Interrelated. Religion
can be tailored to each individual's
ways and ambitions." Hi gave
Washington's farewell speech as an
HOT NEWS IN A WARM SWEATER... borexample of what he meant.
rowed from the Icelandic, this multicolor
pullover with stripes-in-depth is a big hit
for study, loafing or dormitory. White, green,
tan and red are the tones in the unusual patterned stripes.

CLUB &
CAMPUS
FASHIONS

EASTERN'S PRIZE COWS

THE FLANNEL SHIRT IN A NEW ROLE... background for the
fancy vest. Note the shirts in solid high shades, specially blue,
green, olive, yellow, bright red, tan and gold—excellent with your
patterned vests. Choose a figured, striped or plaid shirt to best
carry off your solid color vest. All button-down, these sportshirts
come in wool or good-looking fiber blends.

THE VEST-BOLD NEW FRONTIERS...
the return of the fancy vest opens up vast
possibilities from the bright, brash colors to
the sporty designs, both traditional and new;
Increasingly seen on campus is the classic
Tattersall. Its distinctive two-color crossbar
comes in red with black, green with gold, or
blue with black—on white or cream background. Popular, too, are solid bold colors,
specially red, yellow, tan, olive and gold to
s«t off the patterned tweeds, plaids and
checks.
Big challenge, the vest... because it's not so
simple to co-ordinate it with four other garments that don't match: jacket, slacks, shirt
and tie. Adding the fancy vest should emphasize either pleasant contrast or harmony.
Usually, patterned garment look best against
plain garments, and vice versa. Often, however, pattern in your jacket, like tweed, herringbone, hazy or finechecks, will carry off a
striking print or Tattersall handsomely. If
you get stymied, you'll find guidance at your
favorite menswear store.

Richmond and Berea
"THE BARGAIN CITY"

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
YOU HAVE TRIED THE REST . . .
NOW EAT THE BEST!

Home Cooked Food
Delicious Biscuits
South First Street

Richmond

Name Brands with Written Bonded Guarantee.
SPECfAL DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS!

Terms

KESSLER'S

Terms

(Richmond's ONLY Cut. Rate Discount Jewelry)
PHONE

623-1292

(Next to Begley's)

CHECK OUR PRrCES—DONT BUY fF NOT
CONVINCED!

LADY
TOWNCRAFT

MOO! Shown looking at the birdie are three representatives of Eastern's prize Holstein-Fresian dairy
herd. The cows are cared for and milked with the aid of boys from the agricultural department.

Agriculture Course
Is One Of Oldest

LUIGI'S RESTAURANT

says, ". . . Each student was required to grow a small ten by
twelve foot garden. These gardens
were In the area now occupied by
liiirnam Hall, Arts Building, and
Maintenance Building." Given the
name "Stateland," the farm continued to operate until I9M when
it was sold. A new farm was purchased from Mr. William Gibson.
Today it encompasses approximately ISO acres of land with 5
acres of hurley tobacco bass.
Stateland has the oldest herd
in Kentucky that is on a continuous official production testing
program.
An interesting sidelight on the
dairy division of agriculture is
that Eastern has an exclusive
privilege: no other college in the
United States has the right to
christen their cows with the prefix, "Eastern." This is a right
which belongs to this college alone.
Mr. Stacker has been at Eastern since 1946 and has had much
to do with the development of the
department. Mr. Taylor has been
at Eastern since 1954. Both men
are capable Instructors in their
field and are able to throw many
interesting sidelights on the history of Eastern's agricultural department.
Eastern offers two years of the
curriculum leading to a degree in
agriculture at U. K. Hours earned
beyond the sophomore year are
not transferable.
Probably one of the greatest csntribuflons of Stateland farm to the
state of Kentucky Is the employment It has provided for boys In
college. This has made It possible
for an estimated 200-300 boys to
have paid their way through college In this way In the past. Several of them have gone on to dnv
tinguish themselves in various
fields.

PORK TENDERLOIN SANDWICH
128 East Main

Phon. 623-9921

"Your Order Will Be Waiting"

'N

COTTON

IN A BLACK DINNER SUIT you're classic^
correct and handsomely turned out. Here's
the suit that has it all: of black mohair or
blended worsted/dacron, it's single breasted
with satin shawl collar and striped trouser.
PAT GRANT
Choose a harmonizing cummerbund, matchOne of the oldest courses offered
ing straight-cut bow tie, pleated bosom colat Eastern is agriculture.
lar-attached dress shirt and—for really top
An agricultural department was
level posh—black patent leather slip-ons.
/ established along with the organization of the college itself in 1906.
It has operated continuously since
that time.
From a required course offering
PILE INTO A PILE LINED COAT OR -iich
Information as "How to
JACKET .. .most popular for sports and
Vaccinate Hogn" nml "The fore
of
Orchards,"
Eastern's agriculgeneral knockabout—the pile shows on tha
tural department has progressed
collar, the outside is of processed cotton,
to a completely modern unit \v*th
water and Wind repellent. ..the out-stand-/ a college farm. Among other
achievements are the highly proing color a natural light tan.
ductive soil coveted with an excellent stand of grass and legume.-*;
a new dairy center and a mllkprocesnlng plant, with cqollng and
MUFFLERS HAVE A FUNG AT THE CHILL
bottling units which provide the
milk for the cafeteria, grill, and
WINDS OF SPRING ...this treat new
automatic dispensers in the dormibroad-stripe warmer's of knitted Shetland
tories; and an outstanding dairy
wool. Wear a long muffler as a sporty note,
herd.
The Holstein-Fresian Breed Asworth its weight in coughdrops ,.. and that
sociation gives special recognition
about wraps up Winter.
to any cow which has a lifetime
record of more than one hundred
thousand pounds of milk. According to Mr. Jackson A. Taylor,
assistant professor of Agriculture, few cows have attained this
record. Yet up to the present.
Eastern has bred eigtit cows which
exceeded this goal. Outstanding
among them was Eastern OlUe
INFANTS I x 14 PLUS MATERNITY
Queen, who produced 182,000
pounds of milk in a lifetime reSPECIALTY IN FREE GIFT WRAPPING
cord, which is approximately 80.'-,
PHONE SERVICE — 623-4540
of all the milk consumed in the
college cafeteria and grill in 1955.
And, in 1961, Eastern Footprint
Fayne produced a high of 18.960
pounds of milk.
There is a total of 74 animals in
the college dairy herd.
Eastern's first college farm was
located on Barnes Mill Road. Mr.
William Stacker, bead of the Agricultural Department at Eastern
Now Has Taste - Tempting

KATIES BABY SHOP

SALE!
DIAMONDS & WATCHES

DACRON

RAY'S BARBER SHOP
Main — Across from Penney's

Welcomes All Students & Faculty!

3 cottar styles in trim, roll-up
sleeve shirts blended of Dacron
polyester 'n cotton. White, new
lights. Sizes 8 to 16.

Ours
Alone

r

O W

RRST FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
ASSOCIATION OF RICHMOND
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Member of Federal Home Loan Bank
Member of Federal Savings 4 Loan. Insurance Association Corp.

PASQUALES PIZZA
228 E. Second Street
Closest Restaurant to Campus.

SPAGHETTI
Meat Sauce
1.00
Meat Balls and Meat Sauce . . 1*25
Winning Menu Number for a free mod ticket:

RADIO AND T.V. SERVICE
CAR RADIOS — RECORD PLAYERS —
TRANSISTOR SALES AND SERVICE

Transistor Radio or Record Player
19.95 Up

CLICK'S
Radio and T.V. Service
West Irvine Street (Behind Post Office)
PHONE 623-3272

